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Abstract

Most penetration testers (“pentesters”) are required to track their actions during a penetration test event but rarely do so in enough detail to recreate all of their activities accurately. Instead, pentesters often only track activities that lead to findings disclosed in the final penetration testing (“pentest”) report. Tracking testing activities can be challenging and often gets disregarded when it slows down a pentest engagement. Fortunately, there are automatic logging mechanisms on most pentest systems available for leveraging to help automatically track pentest activities. However, many logging capabilities do not sufficiently record the generated network traffic from the attacking system, and network monitoring tools do not record what actions triggered the sending of packets. Customizing system logging configurations and incorporating system monitoring tools such as auditd can help automatically track testing activities on Linux-based pentest systems. This additional logging allows for accurate tracking in enough detail for an auditor to accurately determine what actions a pentester took against the pentest targets.
1. Pentest Tracking Requirements

Many industries have governance in place that requires companies to regularly conduct penetration testing ("pentest") to meet regulatory requirements. The Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard (PCI-DSS) and National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) guidance directly state that pentesting is required. Other governance such as the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) and the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) are generally interpreted to imply that the only way to comply is to conduct a pentest. PCI-DSS and NIST further specify the expected output from pentests. Included in these requirements are details about what data should be created and retained from a pentest. For PCI-DSS compliance, the "Penetration Testing Guidance Information Supplement" states that evidence must be retained, including "anything that may support the conclusion of the penetration test report” (Penetration Test Guidance Special Interest Group, 2015, p. 21). NIST guidance says that “assessors should keep a log that includes assessment system information and a step-by-step record of their activities” (Scarfone et al., 2008, p. 7-5). Despite these requirements, it is not uncommon for the only output of a pentest to be the final report detailing the discovered vulnerabilities. A pentest report alone does not fulfill the requirements of the regulations and standards mentioned above.

Even if regulations did not specify anything about tracking pentest activities, there are other benefits for pentesters to keep track of all their test activities. Fletcher suggests that pentesters “should try to write the methodology section of their report as you go” (2016). This constant tracking can help a pentest team know what they have or have not accomplished at any point during a test. Continually collecting data about test activities can prevent duplication of effort due to a lack of evidence that proves what activities have been accomplished. Comparing activity logs to test objectives can readily show how much of the test is complete at any given time during the pentest. At the end of a test, logs should be able to prove how the pentest met the agreed-upon test objectives.

When tracking is successful, a useful result is the ability to show that pentesters did not take specific actions against the target network. This information is vital in the
event of a real attack or other system anomalies that happen during the same timeframe as the pentest. If none of the pentesters' logs indicate they were interacting with the real-world victim machines, a customer can have confidence that the pentest team was not responsible for any actual damages because the logs would indicate what the testers were actually targeting during specific periods. However, if tester’s logs are incomplete, a customer might not have confidence that the logs truly exonerate the pentester of any malicious or negligent activity.

While pentesters might accept the idea of logging, it can be a burdensome task that even the most diligent tester might not always complete. Manual logging can be seen as a hindrance to testing if it means regularly stopping in the middle of test activities to write down what actions were just taken, potentially interrupting test progress. Fortunately, there are tools to help keep track of activities, and many are installed by default on pentester's systems. Pentesters can leverage these tools to automatically gather all of the information they need to meet regulatory requirements, show proof of work, or potentially exonerate testers of malicious activities.

1.1. Challenges with Current Logging

This paper is limited to tracking pentest activities on Linux operating systems, though similar functionality and tools do exist for Windows operating systems. It is essential to understand which logging mechanism is used on the pentester's system to know how logs are stored and how to review them. Older Linux distributions used Syslog as the primary source of system logging, while newer systems use journald instead (Dean, 2018, p. 404). The `journalctl` command can be used to review `journald` output, while syslogs are usually analyzed with third-party tools or using the analysis tools that come with auditd. While the Syslog message format is an accepted IETF standard, many applications use their own log format (Gerhards, 2009). Instead of sending logs to the Syslog utility, applications frequently store logs in several well-known locations such as the `/var/log` directory, the `/tmp` directory, or hidden directories in the current user’s home directory. Some applications also split logs into separate files based on the log type, such as “success” or “error” messages. These
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Disparities in how applications create and store log files can make it difficult to correlate logs that are created by a default Linux configuration.

Only a small number of standard applications enable logging by default, and some are not capable of logging at all. Even fewer custom scripts build in logging functionality during their development. Instead, it is common to rely on Bash history to track activities, but frequently these logs are incomplete due to some quirks in how Bash history gets logged by default. Because of these issues, alternate means are required to capture system activities.

Some pentesters choose to track activity using network monitoring tools. Van Doorn & Spithoff suggested using port mirroring network traffic to accomplish tracking (Van Doorn & Spithoff, 2018, p. 5). While network monitoring can go a long way in tracking activities, there are some deficiencies in this method as well. One problem is the technical requirements to capture network traffic. Pentest activities can generate a lot of network traffic, which can require a great deal of storage, and the storage device must also be able to write fast enough not to lose data (Koch, 2016, p. 6). Another disadvantage is the parsing of the captured network traffic. It often requires an expert to be able to interpret network traffic well enough to determine what the actions are taken on a system to create specific network traffic. Even the most advanced analyst might not be able to identify all of the commands that resulted in specific traffic, and the process is time-intensive regardless of the reviewer’s skill level.

As an alternative or complement to using default system logging or network monitoring tools, auditd can be configured to capture all commands executed on a system during testing as well as all network activities with no additional effort from the system user. Audit logs can be correlated to identify what specific command generated specific network traffic while providing timestamps of when activities happened. This allows auditd to provide much of the missing details from the default logging of most Linux distributions.
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2. Research Method

To test the difference between standard system logging and auditd logging, a virtual environment was created to allow the execution of multiple attack paths against known vulnerable targets to simulate activities that might be seen during a pentest. The environment consisted of a single pentest virtual machine (VM) running Kali Linux 2019.4. The target network was a small domain with standard services running with known vulnerabilities. The purposely vulnerable domain consisted of five systems, including three Windows Server 2008 R2 servers, an Ubuntu 16.04 host, and an Ubuntu 14.04 host. One of the Windows Servers was configured as a Domain Controller, and the other two Windows servers were joined to that domain, but the Ubuntu systems were not joined to the domain. Each target system was configured to allow a different vulnerable service as an entry point.

Five different attack paths were carried out from the attacker machine. Each attack path consisted of techniques from the MITRE adversarial tactics, techniques, and common knowledge (ATT&CK™) Matrix ("Enterprise techniques," n.d.). Each path consisted of an exploitable application for initial access, privilege escalation, persistence, lateral movement, and data exfiltration. Each attack path required the use of different tools, though some tools were used in more than one attack path. A variety of tools were chosen to include not only popular tools run from a Bash shell but also graphical tools to determine what could and could not be tracked when Graphical User Interfaces (GUIs). Several tools were chosen because of the large amount of network traffic generated during scanning. Table 1 lists the attack paths with their matching ATT&CK Matrix Technique ID. Each row in Table 1 represents a different attack path. Tools used to accomplish these techniques were:

- Burp Suite
- dirb
- Firefox
- FTP
- Hydra
- Metasploit
- Nmap
- sqlmap
- ssh
- VNC Viewer
- WPScan
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Initial Access</th>
<th>Privilege Escalation</th>
<th>Persistence</th>
<th>Lateral Movement</th>
<th>Exfiltration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>anonymous FTP (T1190)</td>
<td>sudo (T1169)</td>
<td>create account (T1136)</td>
<td>remote service (ssh authorized keys) (T1021)</td>
<td>FTP (T1048)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>weak SSH password (T1190)</td>
<td>.bashrc commands (as root) (T1156)</td>
<td>third party software (VNC Server) (T1072)</td>
<td>third party software (VNC Server) (T1072)</td>
<td>SCP (T1048)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wordpress SQLi (T1190)</td>
<td>DLL search order (T1038)</td>
<td>new service (T1050)</td>
<td>pass-the-hash (T1075)</td>
<td>WebDAV (T1048)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMS exploit (T1190)</td>
<td>service permissions (T1058)</td>
<td>scheduled task (T1053)</td>
<td>admin shares (T1077)</td>
<td>C2 channel (T1041)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMB (as SYSTEM) (T1190)</td>
<td>Winlogon helper (T1004)</td>
<td>logon scripts (T1037)</td>
<td>HTTP (T1048)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 – Attack Path Techniques Used

All five attack paths were run two times. The first set of attacks was run with the attack machine configured with necessary tools for the attacks, but no logging functions were changed from the default Kali 2019.4 configuration. After the first set of attack scenarios was run, files modified during the attacks were identified using the `find` command. Before the second set of attacks, all systems were reverted to the initial vulnerable configuration using VM snapshots. After the systems were reverted, auditd was installed on the Kali VM with basic network and command execution rules configured. After the second set of attacks was complete, an analysis of the Syslog data was performed.

3. Findings

The logged data varied in volume and completeness based on the different levels of logging, as expected. Because of the limited number of tools and techniques used for this experiment, it should be noted that the number and quality of logs created by different tools other than those used in this experiment could vary greatly. Additionally,
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the community version of Burp Suite was used in this experiment and did not allow the saving of session data while the professional version does.

The ideal level of logging would capture what specific actions were taken on the attacking system resulting in the generation of network traffic directed at the target systems. Timestamps and identification of the user who took those actions against the target are also be needed to form a complete picture of exactly what happened during the test. It is also preferable to have the fewest number of log files as needed to provide accurate logging and to have all log files in the same location.

3.1. Built-in Logging without Modification

There were many shortfalls in tracking pentest activities using only the logs created by the default logging of Kali Linux. However, several tools did create higher quality logs than expected. Before analysis, the location of all the logs was identified because it was unknown where logs might have been written. Before attacks started, a file named `starttime` was created as a reference for the `find / -newer starttime > newer` command, which was run after the attacks to identify all of the modified files during the attack. This command was used to find all modifications between the `starttime` file creation time and completion of the attack scenarios. The results identified over one hundred thousand files that were modified during the attacks. However, more than 99% of those files belonged to the procfs and sysfs file systems, which record processes and system hardware information, respectively. Excluding files modified by these processes resulted in more than one thousand remaining files that were modified during the attack scenarios. Few of these files were useful in determining what actions had been taken on the attacking system. Instead, they mostly contained information about the current state of different applications being run without details that were necessary to correlate pentester actions to network traffic.

The only useful log files created during the attacks were stored in hidden directories in the user’s home directory. Figure 1 shows the files and folders modified during the attacks. While it might be expected that some standard system logs were generated during the scenarios, the only meaningful log in the `/var/log` directory that
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was modified during the attack scenarios was the Apache access.log, which showed the attacker downloading a file to the victim machine. This log did not provide any meaningful information about what the pentester did to trigger the access of the attacker’s web page.

![Files modified during the attack with default logging](image)

**Figure 1 – Files modified during the attack with default logging**

### 3.1.1. Metasploit Framework Logs

During the testing, Metasploit Framework created a history file that was useful in recreating pentest activities. Similar to Bash history, Metasploit records all the commands executed within a `msfconsole` session. Metasploit logs were useful because Bash history did not record commands executing while in a Metasploit console. The Metasploit history file can be used to see all of the modules that were used and how they were configured before execution. However, version five of the Metasploit Framework allows pentesters to use shortcuts to select modules returned in search results. This means that instead of seeing the full name of a module in the history, the `use` command shows only a number as its argument instead of the module name. The example usage shown in Figure 2 would result in “use 2” being seen in the Metasploit history instead of “use windows/smb/ms17_010_eternalblue” as would have been seen in previous versions of Metasploit. The only way for an auditor to know what module was selected in such a scenario would be to execute the same search to identify which module corresponded to a specific number, which is not a practical or efficient activity to expect from an auditor.
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Other similar shortcuts in Metasploit, such as the `services` command, can set attack targets without the history recording what IP address or hostname was set as the `RHOSTS` variable. Figure 3 shows the result of `RHOSTS` being set by the `services` command. This again would result in a Metasploit history file that does not contain information about what target hosts were chosen at the attack targets for an exploit before it was run. While these shortcuts did make it more difficult to track the pentester actions, the Metasploit history still provided useful information to recreate actions that the tester took.
3.1.2. Firefox Logs

Mozilla Firefox also created log files in the form of SQLite databases ("Places database," 2019). The `places.sqlite` database contained a table called `moz_places`, which captured information about which sites the attacker had visited during the test. This database included the last time each site was visited but not an individual entry for each time a site was visited. This proved to be less useful when the pentester connected to the same site many times, as is typical during pentesting. The fact that this information was in an SQLite database also made it less convenient to analyze. Figure 4 shows an example of an entry in the `moz_places` table. Another limitation of this output was that it did not contain details about the HTTP methods used or any HTML form data, which was stored in a separate `formhistory` database, making correlation even more difficult.

![Figure 4 – Example SQLite output of Firefox places database](image)

3.1.3. SQLmap Logs

SQLmap-stored data about executed commands and its results in an SQLite database as well. SQLmap organized output into folders named for the target of each command, as shown in Figure 5. The `target.txt` file contained the commands that were run, and the `log` file contained results of successful exploitation. While the timestamps on these files could be used to estimate when these activities occurred roughly, they were not definitive. For example, if SQLmap is attempting long-running time-based injections, the file timestamp would not indicate when the scan was started. If the pentester chooses to use a time-based attack to dump an entire database, which could take a very long time to complete, the duration would not be accurately reflected by the single timestamp and would be very difficult to correlate to network activity.
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3.1.4. Bash History

Bash history is another standard log file used for tracking activities and is saved in a `.bash_history` file for each user. During the attack scenarios, some well-known limitations in how the `.bash_history` file is created were experienced, which reduced the log’s usefulness. Figure 1 from above shows a list of all the files written to the user’s home directory during the pentest activities. The `.bash_history` file was notably unmodified during the attack timeframe. This happened because the pentester did not close the terminal during the scenarios. Bash history is only written to file when a terminal gracefully exits. When a terminal crashed or was forcibly killed, including using the close button on a terminal, nothing was added to Bash history while using the default history configuration. Each separate terminal also maintained its own history until it was closed, meaning that reviewing the history file while activities were still happening resulted in an incomplete list of commands that had been executed. Additionally, Bash history did not store timestamps of when commands were executed.

3.1.5. Default Logging Capabilities Results

Of the tools used while performing the attack scenarios, only Bash, Firefox, Metasploit Framework, and SQLmap created any logs that could be used to recreate what happened on the attacker system. All output had limited value in trying to recreate what actions the pentester had taken. Minimal timestamp information made it impossible to know when most activities took place and lack of detail about whether commands completed successfully meant that there was no way to know what commands connected.
to the remote machines. Additionally, there were few details about what traffic was created by automated scanners like Nmap, DIRB, SQLmap, and WPScan, resulting in almost no record of attacks that were attempted, yet unsuccessful. At best, the standard Linux logging mechanisms could identify a small portion of the pentest activities that created successful connections and almost no information about the pentest as a whole.

### 3.2. Auditd Configuration

After reverting all of the VMs to their initial configurations from before the first set of attacks, auditd was installed on the Kali VM. Installation of auditd can be done manually by downloading directly from the developer or by adding a repository and using the `aptitude` command to install auditd and all of its dependencies. The Kali Linux rolling repository does not have auditd available at the time of writing. As part of the installation, auditd adds examples of rules to the `/usr/share/doc/auditd/examples/rules` directory. The `networking.rules` example was copied to the `/etc/audit/rules.d/audit.rules` file, which is loaded by the auditd service when auditd is enabled to start with the system. This rule logged any “accept” or “connect” system calls and tagged them with the key “external-access.” The example network rule is shown in Figure 6.

```
-a always,exit -F arch=b64 -S accept,connect -F key=external-access
```

![Figure 6 – Auditd example network rule](image)

Unfortunately, auditd does not provide an example rule to log all command executions. While all of the syscalls that can be monitored have manual page entries, a more readable list of available syscalls can be found at [https://filippo.io/linux-syscall-table](https://filippo.io/linux-syscall-table) (Valsorda, n.d.). This site also contains links to Linux source code for each of the syscalls, which is necessary to understand the command arguments that auditd records. The syscall required to monitor program execution is called “execve,” and the auditd rule to log program execution is shown in Figure 7.

```
-a always,exit -F arch=b64 -S execve
```

![Figure 7 – Auditd rule to log program execution](image)
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3.2.1. Auditd Limitations

With auditd rules in place to track “execve,” “connect,” and “accept” system calls, the attack paths were all run again. Because auditd writes logs to a specific directory and file, the filesystem was not searched to identify files altered during the attack process. Instead, only the results in the /var/log/auditd/audit.log file were reviewed for their ability to recreate the actions that were taken during each attack path. While it is possible to view and search audit.log directly, the output is much more easily reviewed using the ausearch and aureport tools which are installed with auditd.

Initial analysis of auditd logs used ausearch to look for any program executions. This returned just over nine hundred events. While still a large amount of data to parse, it is significantly less than the total number of files modified on the system, as seen in the first attack scenario. Similar to the large number of files modified by the system during the first logging configuration, there were a large number of program execution syscalls that were likewise created by the system and, therefore, could be ignored for the purposes of tracking tester activities. Still, parsing this subset of data was difficult due to some limitations of the ausearch command. While ausearch can output as raw, CSV, text, or interpreted, each format provided different data fields, which meant that not all fields were shown in every format. Figures 8, 9, 10, and 11 are examples of the same search output in different formats.
3.2.2. Auditd Rule Modifications

The pentester activity that triggered the creation of logs in figures 8, 9, 10, and 11, was the `ftp 192.168.38.108` command shown in the “proctitle” field in the interpreted version of the `ausearch` output. Each output format appears to have enough information to identify which commands created network traffic from the attacker machine while annotating what time the actions took place. This information is necessary, but not sufficient for fully recreating what actions were taken if an auditor only looks at logs. The information that is still missing is which ports were used on each system for a specific command to connect to the target system. Also, the attacker’s IP address may be inferred, but if this data is viewed out of context, it might not be enough information to identify specific connections.

Solving this problem required identifying what additional syscalls require monitoring to create a complete picture. Fortunately, only one additional syscall was required in this case: “getsockname.” The resulting rule incorporating this syscall is shown in Figure 12.
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The resulting logs included the target IP address as well as the target port. Logs also included the time and process ID that caused the socket name lookup. The `ausearch` for `getsockname` is shown in Figure 13.

For validation, these search results can be compared to network packet captures to ensure that all unique connections were accounted for in the audit logs, as shown in Figure 14.
The results of having these three network syscalls monitored to provide information about the user who created the process, process ID, source IP and port, and destination IP and port. While Figure 15 truncates the time fields for viewability, time was also recorded for each log.

![Image of network syscall logs]

Figure 15 – Network syscall logs

3.2.3. Modified Auditd Results

There are further considerations to take when adding auditd rules. The primary concern is the logging configuration, which by default, only keeps five logs, each log
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only being eight megabytes. When trying to log all of the activities of a pentester, this is not close to enough logging capability to capture more than several minutes of scanning activities, which invariably creates thousands of log entries if all of the network activity is being tracked. Execution of all five pre-defined scenarios with limited scanning resulted in less than twenty megabytes of logs with over thirty-two thousand unique log entries. The scope of testing and duration of a pentest must be considered to ensure that enough storage is available and that the log configuration supports collecting logs for the duration of the test. Utilizing a Syslog server could be a solution to this log storage problem as well.

With the modified auditd configuration, it was possible to identify which commands were executed, who executed them, what time they were executed, the source IP and port, and the target IP and port. This means that just two auditd rules are needed to generate logs that can be used to recreate all of the network activity generated from a pentester’s system. ausearch’s ability to search for specific processes, specific applications, or specific times periods makes it relatively simple to find specific network activities. Simple scripts can be developed to generate a more user-friendly output of the logs, such as the script in Appendix A of this paper. Nevertheless, there was still one significant missing piece to fully tracking a pentester's activities: what happened after the initial network connection.

3.2.4. System Call Logging Considerations

Auditd logs create very detailed records of what a program requested the system to do on its behalf through syscalls. The difficulty in parsing these logs lies in how applications make system calls. Syscalls are functions that take data as arguments, and each argument is represented in the log as encoded hexadecimal notation ("Understanding Audit Log Files Red Hat Enterprise Linux 6," n.d.). Using the previous auditd rules, syslogs of an SSH connection show a “connect” syscall followed by a “getsockname” syscall. For the attacker machine to send data over that connection, the “write” syscall is used to send data to the file descriptor that is joined to a network address during the “connect” syscall. Even when the “write” syscall is monitored through auditd, the resulting log only shows its buffer argument as encoded hexadecimal instead
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of readable plain text, as shown in Figure 16. This means that syslogs are not going to contain the strings of commands that were sent through a successful connection to a target machine. Instead, some other methods must be used to track pentest activities that happen after the attacker makes a successful connection to a target system.

![Figure 16 – syscall argument as encoded hex](image)

### 3.3. Additional Tracking Tools

There are several possible methods to fill the gap of tracking actions that pentesters take during interactive sessions with target machines. Each method has its pros and cons, and no single method can collect all of the information needed to create a full picture of pentest activities.

The `script` command can be used to capture a typescript of everything displayed on a terminal regardless of where the command execution happens, such as in an interactive shell to a victim machine ("script(1) - Linux manual page," n.d.). To ensure each new terminal is logged using the `script` command, `script` can be added to the `.profile` file, which allows it to be launched when a new shell is launched. But,
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launching `script` automatically with every shell instance requires strict adherence to the manual’s instructions to protect against infinite loops.

Weaknesses in the `script` command lie in how the program is launched and the format in which it stores its logs. When a user tries to exit the terminal that was started using the `script` command, the first `exit` or `control+D` causes the `script` command to exit. Now the user is in the terminal session, which initially spawned the terminal being monitored by `script`, and their actions are no longer being logged. While this is not necessarily a frequent occurrence or one with a high likelihood of impact, the pentester might move on to another task and come back to the terminal that is not being logged and begin a separate task.

The manual pages also explicitly state that `script` does not deal well with some interactive commands such as `vi`. This is because `script` captures control characters as well as regular text. When trying to review the output of the `script` log using a tool that understands how to interpret typescript, some characters are interpreted during the review process. This can create some output that is unreadable because of how it is displayed to the user when control characters are interpreted.

### 3.3.1. Command Aliases

Bash aliases can also be helpful in tracking tool outputs. Of the small set of tools used for this project, many can output logs but do not, by default. Nmap, dirb, and wpscan have options that allow the creation of output logs. Command aliases can be configured to append the output options to the command if the user does not manually include it. For example, setting `alias wpscan='wpscan -o wpscan_$(date "+%Y-%m-%d-%T")'` would ensure that a tester running the `wpscan` command would generate a log file named `wpscan` followed by the current date and time. A specific file location can also be included in the alias for more convenient log aggregation. Inserting aliases into the `.bashrc` or the `.bash_profile` files ensures that the aliases exist in all terminals. Aliases can cause unexpected operation of some commands, so care is needed to make sure the alias is performing the intended action correctly.
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3.3.2. Bash History

Bash history is another tool that can be easily configured to have a much better output than what is available by default. Thomas Laurenson’s guide on creating an improved Bash history sets options to append instead of overwriting, formats multiline commands into one command, and appends each command to history immediately after it is executed (Laurenson, 2018). Laurenson’s guide also shows how to include a timestamp and set the history file size to unlimited. The resulting configuration in Figure 17 can be added to `/etc/bash.bashrc` to apply the configuration to all users. While command executions are logged with auditd, having an accurate history file with timestamps can also be useful in correlating pentester activities.

```
HISTTIMEFORMAT='-%F %T '
HISTFILESIZE=-1
HISTSIZE=-1
HISTCONTROL=ignoredups
shopt -s histappend
shopt -s cmdhist
export PROMPT_COMMAND="\$\{PROMPT_COMMAND\+$PROMPT_COMMAND\"\n\}\history -a;
history -c; history -r"
```

Figure 17 – Bash history modifications

3.3.3. Screen Recording

A final option for recording pentester activities is to run a screen recording application for the duration of test activities. The 2019.4 build of Kali Linux has a screen recorder called `recordmydesktop`, which is pre-installed and can directly save in MP4 format. Recording video can consume a large amount of disk space, but setting a lower framerate and using the MP4 format resulted in less than 500 Megabytes per hour of storage consumption. While screen recording does not record network traffic and is not a simple format to review unless it has time markers set in the video, it does provide a thorough record of all events that happened on the pentester's machine. The most crucial benefit screen recording provides documenting actions taken in GUI interfaces. No other tool can accurately capture what happens outside of a terminal. Besides storage, the only other issue is making sure the recording is initiated and saved correctly.
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4. Recommendations and Implications

The ideal way to capture every action a pentester takes is to make three configuration changes to the attacking system. The first change is to configure auditd to capture the “connect,” “accept,” “getsockname,” and “execve” syscalls. The second is to create command aliases in the pentester’s user profile that append logging options to commands that have logging capabilities as well as modify the Bash history configuration. The third is to configure screen recording during all pentest activities. With all three modifications, there is a high degree of certainty that all actions taken by the penster can be recreated by analyzing the logs that were automatically created by the system.

4.1. Implications for Future Research

Due to the niche requirement of tracking a high level of detail about actions taken on a system, it is not likely that any of the tools discussed in this paper will be modified by their developers to incorporate additional logging capabilities. However, it might be possible to create a tool that launches all the tools needed to track the activity on a system and create a report. Any effort to create such a tool would be an enormous undertaking. Still, if such a tool were able to produce a user-friendly output, that tool would be a great asset to anyone trying to meet regulatory compliance by tracking pentester activities in great detail.

5. Conclusion

Unfortunately, there is no single tool that can track pentest activities in a way that would allow an auditor to recreate every action a pentester took during a test. This research showed that default logging is not sufficient for regulatory compliance. That does not mean that tracking pentest activities cannot be accomplished with some work. Many tools have been successful in capturing a specific part of the actions that are taken during a pentest. For the time being, these tools simply need to be used in unison. With the installation of auditd and the reconfiguration of several system settings, it is possible
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to track every action that is performed during a pentest. Some of the resulting logs are not necessarily easy to parse and correlate, but it is absolutely possible. These configuration changes are not unreasonable to ask of pentesters because it results in easier compliance with regulations and provides better evidence of what pentesters have accomplished for their reporting.
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Appendix A

Audit Log Parsing Script

Figure 18 – Audittd log parsing script
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Figure 19 – Sample audit parser output
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